Özgür Yazılım


Fırat Erdoğan

This week i have tried to learn OGRE. I have tried to perform OGRE examples in tutorials and other web sources. Unfortunately i can't get a 3D environment for introducing, because i faced with many problems about OGRE and my hardware configuration.

Abdulkerrim Mızrak

This week I have tried some test programs on OGRE. There exists lots of problems with OGRE. I have tried to solve the problems, that I have faced, with OGRE’s forums, so that, it is very time consuming for me. I hope I will gain enough experience in two weeks.

Onur Demircan

In order to help to graphic team I have started to work on graphic part of the Project. Since they have faced with many problems executing the OGRE tools, I have searched Internet for other graphics engine. One of the engine that I have found, I have managed the basic charater motion. Character moves towards and backward with the help of arrow tools. By pushing shift buton, character can run in the infinite terrain. I have worked to integrate network engine with graphics but I could not handle it yet.